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Imagine a world of magic, Your world with magic. Simply a science misunderstood, Play in the
spells, Dabble in the portions, Of the potions of life I could get lost in you, Dark child, Wandering in
the snow, Drift away awhile with me, Day by day, Hour by hour, Moment by moment, My thoughts
race Longing for that magic once so strong about me. Lost in the haze of forgetfulness, Empty
spaces, Lost toys Smoke from flames that have burnt away, Turned to ash, Like incense Whirring
trees and blacks skies, Thinking of you in the rain With your tangled understanding, still haunting
the essence of me Using actual letters written to lovers both past and present, author J R.A. Schaefer
weaves a magical tapestry in 10,011 Words in Poem and Song. Throughout this thought-provoking
collection, he demonstrates a true sense of both the anguish and the elation that relationships can
cause. From the pain and isolation of Nothing to the warmth...
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It is an amazing ebook i actually have at any time study. We have read and so i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again once again later on.
Your way of life period will likely be change when you complete looking at this pdf.
-- Cr istina  Rowe-- Cr istina  Rowe

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. O die Mur phy II--  Mr s. O die Mur phy II
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